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Editors’ Note                                          December 2020

The pieces in this magazine do not fit together. Maybe this is 
because Tír na nÓg is not a theme, tone, or style, but a place. 
For us, it is Galway, a “land of the youth” inhabited by authors 
and artists. A supernatural realm blurring the boundaries 
between present and past, reality and fantasy. Some pieces 
in this magazine explore mythological themes. In the colour of 
walls, Lara Butler writes: “We grew into bent-limbed fairies 
with an affinity for colour and line. There was a time when 
we were crushed into fine bone powder and taught how to 
create flowers with our hands, but that has passed.” Other 
works reflect the different ways in which authors and artist 
are experiencing 2020. “Our year is a bare tree and / We think 
it dead”, writes Emma Muldoon Ryan in her poem The Colours 
of Winter. In End Roads Begin, Tiernan Bines writes that “To 
be unknown is to be numb”, exploring distance to others and to 
oneself. Other pieces take the reader on enchanted, humorous 
journeys featuring mean witches or talking toads. While we 
hoped that Tír na nÓg would resonate with creatives from 
Galway and beyond, we are overwhelmed by the amount of 
amazing submissions we received and are endlessly grateful to 
our contributors. By making their voices heard, we hope to give 
something back to a place that means a lot to us. The pieces 
in this magazine do not fit together, but they are connected. 
Maybe, as Mary Coleman puts it in her essay The Illumination 
of a Graveyard, they are “born of the same atmospheric magic”.

Anet Rumberg
Lisa Heuchemer
Siobhan Brew
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Water Baby
Maeve Heneghan

She’s like a fish! My father says,
as kids race from the lake,
enticed by the briny whiff of chips
at the campsite café.
Alone, 
with mottled blue skin,
doped against the dipping sun, 
I offer my thoughts 
to water.
No cracks to step over.
No crowds to crush me.
Obsessions, compulsions
are dandelion seeds, bursting.
Later they come looking.
I am the lost child; Jesus
at the Temple, irked
by helicopter parents. 
Didn’t they know this is where 
I would be?
Paying homage to a god 
who would drown me
if only I asked.
I wade in, goose bumps push 
through my surface.
A dead fish weighs down
the water’s edge.
Its black eye still mirrors the sky.
I think of resurrection.

My Father’s Bike
John Mackey
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Sailing Past Fair Head from Rathlin 
Island
Niamh McNally

                                                                 For Brendan
 
I wonder if they hear it.

Your ghostly shriek haunting every gull’s cry,
echoing off the water, 
below the cliff’s bloody nose

Do they see this tempest ravaging your garments?
Or know of your story
brutally emblazoned on this Irish coast. 

Your body is a contortion that’s moulded by unseen arms,
who deform your limbs and rip the dress off your back.

Gravity and rapids dance harmoniously together 
as you plummet limply into bed; 
you, a veil-less distortion

your beautiful fair hair hits the pillow last
and your skull splits on shard’s underneath;
a mythical creature forgotten with the fall    
a betrayed Lucifer extinguished in spumes
you spill yourself into the purgative waves

Looking behind this boat I think of you.

What if Murlough Bay might have given you hope
in those last seconds? Or the flashing eye of Rue Point Lighthouse
exposed the hands that pushed?

MoonBeams
Hannah Ní Mhaonaigh

Oil on Linen, 90 x 90cm, 2020
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The Half-Moon Lake
Niamh McNally

a segment of sun peels through
the split sky this winter. I leave to find air.

Stepping into blinding rays, they lure me 
into a November frost that extracts my lung dust. 

Water. Spiraling paths. A lunar lake.

Solstice reflects off the ponds, as I roam through 
unchurned buttercups. I pretend to tug one off 
and shine it under my chin.                                     

Barbed wire jeggy nettles expose shards of emerald ice,
smashed from the night before. 

Scentless mint defends daisies who look up at me.

They cry out for heat as though bent in front of
a failing fire. I must continue and ignore their pleas.

Trees greet me with their confetti that I trample into the 
gravel.

Other leaves are blood splattered with reds and pinks
and orange tips. Some stragglers told on for dear life.
 
Leaving the forest, a washed-out mural on a bricked wall
presents a backdrop for this walk.
                
It tells me of hunger, blight, and lack of light
in days much darker than this.                                        

 Belfast 2020

Mulligans
Niamh McNally

I

‘Soak it up’ seems like good advice
        until one takes it literally
so, we happened upon Poolbeg Street
        on the wrong side of noon
meaning to leave, the day morphed
         in lucid progressions
the fourth bus came and escaped 
        from this ‘has been’ city
a once literary shrine 
        floating stagnate in a river of
festering Time

II

Skin develops into dust 
        that settles on whiskey shoulders
of single-malt melancholia        
the sun tries its best to
         awaken this place
through the slits
        of modern life blockers
they swing hourly for tourists
         photosynthesising the punters
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III

Told that there was no music ‘for a reason’,
the phones come out and distort the stories of
William ‘Spud’ Murphy, rooted at his stool.

The homely shine of fifty years is deformed
in this time trap, as wanderers stay for one
 a souvenir pint.

A sip is all we taste of their lives
through a sea foam layer of stout. They never hang
about to uncover its hidden red. The barman says:

 ‘Awwk sure yer scarlet, the wheel is spinnin’ but 
   the hamster’s dead’

To a poet, maybe.

To the Dubliners whose brandy and milk
still has the floor sticky.
To the half a century stool 
of William ‘Spud’ Murphy.

‘Do you want to go now?’
- my friend snaps the spell -
            
 I said yes I will Yes, I will.

Dreamworld Down, Down
Nuala O’Connor

An unweaving drop to the land below, that cavern of ice, body 
bed-warm, skin a carnal prickle. Eyes follow, there is nowhere 
to lie and slip and rub; nowhere to open and unspool, flick and 
finger, to crescendo and cry. No, no cranny like that. Here there 
is only cacophony and castigation, but this body needs sanctum 
and cloister. So up it rises, up and up again, to land alone and 
bed-swaddled, there to loosen, to spread, to spill.
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Wounded World
Eoin Mac Lochlainn

Drive Like Me
Caitlin Young

Yeah, I’m not sure I’m meant to spend this season alone,
After a year of decimation and duty of care,
After a time of growing up into these tailor-made bones,

When was the last time you were really alone?

Is it selfish to want someone to stand witness? 
To everything that has come to encompass my 
happiness?

       Yes it is 

I know it’s selfish to make you pull over - so keep the en-
gine running - 
so I can find myself screaming and sobbing at the sky 

it’s not selfish

{They curse the times}

Anyways, thank you for doing that 
we can keep driving now 
So tell me about the girl 
God - she sounds nothing like me 

She’s good, she doesn’t make me stop to scream on highways

For the sake of this car conversation 
- let’s be salvageable and salient 
Let’s forget the search for love
It’s not accommodating 
Desire might be but love isn’t 
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Fall in Ireland
Joachim Spruch

Can you put out your cigarette, please
I can’t take your posturing seriously

Well I find your salivatory sweetness towards a 
girl-genius deeply unserious

Do you think your honesty will humble me?

No, I think her outshining you will 

I thought we were going to save the confessions for the canyon 

{There is speeding, and fields and the passenger sees the car 
flipping mid-air even if it doesn’t happen}

Fine we’ve hit the canyon can we speak candidly now?

Were you not before?

You’ve forgotten that beauty stems from wanting 
something 
Love stems from something we are all lacking 
Desire is the cohesion behind the two 

I didn’t forget about it
 my life just moved 

beyond those three things

I never want to be without those three things 

And I hope you never have to

{And that reminds me they both 
Weep too easily

And suddenly he can’t see
And neither of them see

What’s coming?
What is coming}
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Twisted Molly
Craig Shalvey

Twisted Molly sculks 
around the corners
of my 
streetlight lit room
as I lay paralyzed.
She’s escaped from my dreams 
again
in these pre-dawn 
‘tween hours. 
Her limbs
angled
like those of a spider’s.
Joints groaning like
a creaking 
old house. 

She crawls 
atop my bed,
crouches
upon my chest. 
I can feel my heart
pounding to escape.
Her face so close 
to mine that
I can smell 
the decay
of her teeth.
Her mouth like a rotted 
potato,
she held the famine 
in her core.

Her pale blue eyes,
touched with madness 
peer into mine
and I am filled with
the entirety of her existence.
A famine child 
of strife
her growth stilted and 
twisted under
Britain’s colonial boot.

I jolt free
and can finally
exhale, 
curling my toes,
my body,
damp with sweat 
and trembling
but once more 
my own.

She is gone,
like any other
fleeting dream 
but her smell 
lingers still
and I wonder;
had she really 
been here
after all? 

Morning Rituals
Craig Shalvey

Looking in the bathroom mirror
I picture the floss 
sinking through my gums 
like a wire through cheese.
My teeth come loose,
pearls from a broken string
clattering down the drain,
blood oozing 
down my chin 
like cherry syrup 
sticky and sweet.
I fix myself.
Rinse my mouth out 
and get on with my day.
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End Roads Begin
Tiernan Bines

To be unknown is to be numb, 
Listen yet not hear, 
Watch yet not see. 

The power to rise lies under thumb, 
Drink yet not taste, 
Touch yet not feel. 

The burn of rubber on farther road,
 Inhale yet not smell, 

To love yet never know. 
And on that day of lonely choice 

I exclaim but so quiet, 
I am not yet me.
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A Pair
Tiernan Bines

In truth, we step forward, 
Nothing in front, 

Everything behind. 

In lies, you step forward,
Everything in front, 

Only me behind.

Repression 
Tiernan Bines

I know he sees me, 
I just don’t care. 

He might never notice, 
Run his hands through my hair. 

I am a faggot, 
Well so is he. 

He acts so tough, 
Nothing else scares me. 

I know he sees me, 
He looks at me straight, 

But when he raises his hand, 
I know our gaze will never meet..

He sees me, he knows me, 
In person, he ignores me 

Oh, I know how he dreams,
No matter what it seems, 

Of a fondness for me.
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14
Sophie Grenham

I’m lying flat on my single bed with all my clothes on. My thin 
yellow curtains are tightly shut, while the sun tries to pierce 
through the patchy lining. I roll over, remove my shoes and 
place my feet on the matted mud-brown carpet. As I study the 
dull avocado walls, I realise it must be twenty years since this 
room was decorated. Long before I was born. 
I glance at the ugly dresser to my right, made of the same pine 
as my bed frame, where a neat white envelope rests on top. 
That’s strange – I almost never get post. I gently prise open the 
seal, breaking through the glue without tearing its perfect line. 
The card inside is rich and thick, not unlike some kids I know. 
It’s embossed with navy blue ink. 

Laurence and Monica Williams
invite you to celebrate the birthday of their daughter 

Alannah Williams
July 25th 1998

Hawthorn House
Co. Meath

Overnight guests welcome

I vaguely recall an Alannah Williams. Tall, blonde, plays 
hockey. I think we’ve only spoken once. My parents are alarmed 
by my overt enthusiasm when I snatch a pen, tick the yes box, 
and shove the RSVP card into its designated envelope. I then 
change into a spaghetti-strap top, rush outside and plonk a 
rickety beach chair onto the balding lawn. 

I sit, close my eyes, and let the sun touch my skin. 
***

My father and I trundle along a narrow road covered in potholes. 
Hayfields to my left contain perfect cylindrical bales that rest 
neatly on gentle golden slopes. “Say It Once” by Ultra blares on 

the radio, which stutters with a weakening signal as we inch 
further into Meath. 
I’m wearing electric blue corduroy trousers and a surf top from 
Motion Picture. I always value comfort over fashion, particularly 
in a country that’s seen snow in June. 
My eyes widen as an imposing 19th century pile looms before 
us. An identical building rests next door, like a giant grey 
echo. Dad swerves his old barge of a Mercedes around what 
appears to be an empty oversized birdbath and skids to a halt, 
scattering gravel. Several other cars, mainly Land Rovers, pull 
in and deposit teenagers. Their tanned, grinning parents are 
decked out in linen slacks and pastel shirts. Dad’s thumbs tap 
on the leather steering wheel. He looks nervous for me. 
“Do you need me to come in with you?” he asks. 
I colour. 
“No, thanks – I’ll be grand. Sure, look – there’s Alannah now.”
I point, not convinced it’s actually her. 
“Have you got your sleeping bag?”
I reach into the foot well and extract a gift bag stuffed with 
Body Shop products, and a plump polyester tube. I give it a 
reassuring pat.
“If you want to leave, you know we can collect you. I assume 
these people have a phone?”
“They do. I’ll be fine.”
Dad doesn’t quite believe me, but tells me to have fun, regardless. 
I crank open the stiff passenger door, climb out inelegantly and 
slam it behind me. I give a frantic wave, praying he’ll drive 
away. Thankfully, he does.
I hug my belongings close to my chest, gift bag dangling from 
my pinky finger. I don’t see anyone I recognise, so I slowly climb 
the worn stone steps. It turns out I have the right Alannah, 
who politely thanks me for my present. 
She places it on a long console table, leaving it to mingle 
awkwardly with other bulging parcels. Her mother stows my 
sleeping bag in a broom closet under the stairs, joining over a 
dozen identical tubes. Perhaps I should have tippexed my name 
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on mine.
Moments later, I’m standing alone on a sloping lawn with 
a marquee. What amazes me about people with enormous 
country houses is they seldom seem to have parties in them. 
I’m now surrounded by chuckling fathers in straw fedoras and 
kids in boot-cut jeans and Kickers. After dithering for ages, I 
loiter near a group I know. I really want to join the chat but 
last time I tried, the conversation rolled right over me as if I 
were completely irrelevant. I spy a keg just like they have in 
American high school movies. 
Out of nowhere, a boy approaches me. 
I blink. 
He’s about my height and his unruly hair comes down in a mop 
of dark curls. He studies me, lids lowered. His large blue eyes 
boast two rows of black eyelashes the thickness of shoe brushes.  
“So who are you, then?” he asks, as if we’ve resumed a recent 
conversation. “I’m Sam.”
“– Isla.” I consider offering a handshake, but decide against it.
“How do you know the birthday girl?”
“We’re at St. Bartholomew’s together. I started there a few 
months ago.”
“Oh, right. I went to school with Alannah, back that way.”
He turns at a right-angle and points at the twin building 
behind us. His shirt sleeve falls back to reveal a significant tuft 
of forearm hair, which I study curiously. I haven’t seen body 
fuzz like that on anyone under forty. 
“Alannah’s father is the headmaster of Hawthorn House,” he 
offers.
I don’t quite understand at first. 
“Do you mean this place is a primary school?”
“Correct.”
“And you went here?”
The whole scene feels very strange. We’re supposed to be in 
Ireland, yet everyone around us says things like “hise” (house), 
“rind-a-bite” (roundabout) and “gap-yah” (gap year). They can’t 
even say Ireland properly (“ar-lind”). But not Sam. His vowels 

are long and loose and he possesses an alien ease. 
“Would you like a beer?”
“I’m only fourteen.”
“So am I.”
Sensing a challenge, Sam marches to the refreshments table, 
takes two plastic cups and boldly reaches for the keg tap. It 
spits and sputters before he grips it firmly and pulls, allowing 
a little give each time. A weak lager gradually sloshes into the 
first cup. There’s a fair whack of foam, though it’s not the worst 
attempt I’ve seen. He hands it to me and pours the second for 
himself. 
We move towards a nearby oak tree and stand under it, not sure 
whether we should sit on the damp grass. I gingerly attempt 
to drink the beer and find it tastes of not much at all. I smile 
regardless, appreciative of the effort.
“Where do you go to school?”
“St. Matthew’s down in Wicklow.”
“Right.”
“Do you like it at St. Bart’s?”
“No, I can’t say that I do.”
“Why not?” 
“– Because I have no friends,” I blurt, despite myself. Whatever 
happened to playing it cool? 
Sam inches closer and whispers conspiratorially. “If people 
don’t notice you, they need their eyes tested.”
I’m not used to boys talking to me, let alone like this. 
“Thank you,” I mutter. 
I’m suddenly light-headed. After barely a pint of beer, the 
ground spins. I lean against the tree, hoping my wooziness will 
pass. There’s a light breeze and my long fair hair moves with it. 
Sam catches a fistful and holds it to his nose. 
“White Musk?” he guesses.
“How do you know that?”
“I have sisters,” he shrugs. 
Around now, the disco decides to start up. Sam takes my hand. 
“Come with me,” he says. 
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We duck away from the pulsing marquee and cringey honks to 
board the Vengabus. He checks the coast is clear and steers me 
up towards the school. Once we’re safely out of sight, he presses 
an index finger to his lips, peers over his shoulder one last time, 
and pushes a door open. 
Hawthorn House looks more like a 1950s mental asylum than 
a place for children. The long hall reeks of Dettol and lit yellow 
bulbs hang from the ceiling, yet nothing stirs. The walls are 
duck-egg blue with solid black doors and brass handles. My 
heart runs amok with excitement when my companion holds 
one ajar and points inside. 
“This was my classroom,” he says, proudly. I admire the tiny 
sloped wooden desks with holes for ink pots and grooves to 
rest pencils in, the kind where you lift a lid and stash your 
books. We might be skinny, but the seats are so narrow that 
neither of us could get into one now. Sam shuts the door and 
we move further down the hall where he opens another one. 
This time it’s the matron’s office. The light in here is practically 
jaundiced. He ushers me in confidently, climbs onto the tan 
leather examination bench and pats the space next to him. I 
acquiesce, half-expecting to hear footsteps. 
We listen – nobody is coming. 
I want to say something, but nix it. 
I relax my shoulders and wait. 
His breath still smells of beer and also something pleasant. 
Did he pop a mint before we fled? I notice a fleck of stubble on 
his jaw. I stop breathing altogether when he leans forward and 
places his left hand on my right cheek. Then, just then, he lays 
his warm lips on mine and we melt into each other. 
There’s a hint of sweat on his skin as he softly lowers us onto 
the bench and folds his body around me. I briefly tense, then 
unclench when I realise he doesn’t attempt to move his hands 
anywhere other than my back, my arms and tops of my legs. 
Our tongues cavort greedily, the tempo gathering pace as our 
hunger threatens to spike. Whoops of laughter from outside jolt 
us out of our bliss and we jump apart, panting profusely. We 

wipe our chins with the backs of our hands, clearing slicks of 
saliva. 
“I don’t want to go but we need to go,” I croak, crestfallen. 
“I think so too,” he rasps. 
Hand in hand, Sam and I tear out of the matron’s office and 
back out the way we came. We sheepishly skip forward a few 
metres, as if we’ve been outside all this time. We join the tent 
of dancing people pretending to be drunk on their piddle light 
pints. To our dismay, “Sex on the Beach” by T-Spoon comes on. 
We choose to ignore it. 
Sam instinctively winds his arms round my waist and I drape 
mine over his shoulders, our lips only delighted to meet again. 
While I’m sure we could have stayed the whole night in the 
empty primary school, someone would eventually miss us. 

Maybe even me.
***

Once the wee hours hit, girls  and  boys are drafted and 
frogmarched into separate rooms. We can be trusted with 
underage drinking, but certainly not with the chance of 
fornication. This is Ireland after all, our surroundings 
notwithstanding. Sam and I linger in the hall, touching hands. 
Moments later, we say goodnight. An ache burdens my heart. 
I somehow locate my sleeping bag and join a bunch of giddy 
girls in Alannah’s pink bedroom. When I unroll it and slip 
inside like a polyester worm, I realise I’ve barely engaged with 
anyone tonight aside from Sam. I listen to them gossip, titter, 
and complain of aching feet from all the dancing.
As I curl up, turn away and drift off, I silently beg daytime to 
come so I can see him again. 
The morning is a chilly blur of white light, sore heads and a 
flurry of teens being bundled into cars, hello and goodbye and 
see you at the next open day. 
Sam and I find each other in the fog. We frantically locate a 
pen, jot down our phone numbers and vow to meet again as 
soon as time will allow us.

But we never did. 
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***
Last I heard, Sam’s now married with two small children, our 
brief encounter long forgotten. 
Or maybe I’m too cynical. 
At this time of year, there’s every chance that he sits back on 
his porch and distantly contemplates the smell of Dettol and 
White Musk. When the sunset bathes his face, he might shut 
his eyes and remember my hair in his hands, carried away in 
the breeze like freshly cut hay. 

Can You Read My Data?
Colin O’Reilly
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Connect Four
Christopher Linforth

You hold the checker over the center slot
& let it hang. As I suggest you make a move, 
you cheat & drop two. I mention the game
is based on Captain’s Mistress & you ask

if this is a new seafood restaurant. It could be one
where you dined on tuna stemperata with Arturo
or Valente & talked about the coincidences
in life, how things are never planned.

But you flirt with the pretty patterns
& go beyond four-in-a-row, engulfing 
the gameboard with your burning suns, 
the swollen grid crowning at the plastic lips.

I want to pull the lever to start again
& return the discs to their primordial state, 
& let our hands catch at the bottom,
not knowing if the grid is stuck.

SHAME, A POEM
Darragh O’Dea

THE SHADOW OF THIS TOWN BARES A HEAVY CROSS 
IT’S BARING DOWN, IT’S WEIGHTING DOWN 
WITH BLAME AND COST

THERE ARE ANGELS AND DEVILS
BLACK MUSTY OVERCASTS
HEAVY AS HELL, HARD TO BREATHE, A SEPTIC SMELL 

THEY ARE ALL QUIET WITH FULL BODIED BREATH IN 
THE PAROCHIAL HOUSE 
NOT A PRESBYTERY PEEP, NOT A CHURCH MOUSE 

BLOWN WIDE OPEN, GAPING WOUNDS, DIVINELY 
BUSTED 
THE CONGREGATION ARE SCREAMING FOR ONE TO BE 
TRUSTED 
WHITE FACES SO GHASTLY AND GHOSTLY 

HOVER ROUND THE BELL AND RING DEATH
AFRAID TO MURMUR EVEN AN HONEST BREATH

WITH NO EMOTION TO AMEND
IT CAME DOWN THE LINE FROM THE HIGHEST SOURCE
KEEP THE COUNTRY CLEAN, BURY YOUR SHAME AND 
REMORSE 

THE EMERALD ISLE MUST GLEAM WITH A SHEEN 
GOD FORBID THEY’D TARNISH OUR GREEN
CAST OUT IN THE COLD, A DOG IN THE STREET
FREEZING FOG OPPRESSING THE WEAK
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In Each Palm, A Tale Untold
Catherine Fleming

the colour of walls
Lara Butler 

My colours are blurring too much lately.
 That’s me on the wall over there, the purple silhouette. 
If you stare at a spot on the wall long enough you can see me 
waver but don’t stare too long because you’ll think you’re going 
crazy and have to lie down on the floor. I’ve had to do that a lot 
lately and it distracts from other things that I should really be 
putting effort into. It also reminds me of the time that I had 
to lie down and scream for three months straight. That was 
around the time a rubbish bin tried to attack me, or at least I 
thought it did.
 We are a light show. Sometimes I sit on the floor and 
watch. Our shadows disappear in and out of each other, taking 
and giving bits of ourselves. You see a fist raised sometimes but 
it’s ok because shadows can’t hurt each other. The shapes just 
slide into each other. You can’t hear us crying, so it could be a 
dance, if you prefer. I try to turn the volume up so that everyone 
can hear. If I do it too much though, I’ll start screaming. 
 She’s a lot quieter, now that they sleep.
 We started small and formless, little balls of light unsure 
of where to go. They kept us in the dark and fed us on a diet 
of what they had decided was good. We grew into bent-limbed 
fairies with an affinity for colour and line. There was a time 
when we were crushed into fine bone powder and taught how 
to create flowers with our hands, but that has passed. It’s left 
us with something though. What we learned drips from our 
fingers onto floors and walls. We don’t even try, or want it, but 
it’s there, remnants of eyes and lips on everything that we can 
leave a mark on. We are quiet in our work, though the scratch 
on the page says something else, screaming like a child shut in 
the guest room. 
 We try to step out of the shadows sometimes to create. 
Ideas blossom like firework shows, hitting off the back walls and 
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paint dripping from our bodies, staining the floor and pooling 
and crawling up the ankles of everyone else in the room. We 
start to stretch and grin, so somewhere in the shadow you can 
see the pearly flash of teeth. That’s when we think that we 
weren’t shadows, we were murals, frozen in our shrieks.
 We try to collaborate, but it’s hard to see where the others 
are coming from because they don’t know where I’m coming 
from. And it doesn’t take long for us to have to fall back into 
shadow because we bleed on the white floor and we only have 
a limited amount of time to shape it into what it’s supposed to 
be. Our hands work too fast to be accurate. Eventually it’s over 
and we slip to the floor and slide up the walls again.
 I ran for the hills as soon as there was an opening. I tore 
out of the walls, trailing colours behind me and learned how to 
sit quietly in the shadow of something else. 
 My mistake was thinking that they would not slip into 
my vision. Everything screamed at me to depict it, and their 
voices were the undertones of every object. I would glance 
behind me to wonder whether it had been warmer than I’d led 
myself to believe.
 But maybe it had and maybe it hadn’t.

Wave
Mark Walsh
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Thin Places
Mallory Burns

    There’s a thin place in my kitchen, stretching across 
the sink to the countertop. I stand each morning on one side, 
making coffee. While a thin dark liquid line fills my cup, I look 
across the counter, and see three different worlds lying before 
me. 
 The first world I see is full of sun—kind, warm sun that 
demands nothing of you. Beams of light stretch across the 
floor, highlighting dust particles hovering in mid-air. There 
are plants—so many plants. Plants I don’t know the names 
of, plants tumbling down bookshelves with classic books I’ve 
already read, plants that require potting techniques and specific 
soil that I knew about and bought ahead of time. The biggest 
plant sits next to a plush, deep green sofa, the kind you’d find 
in a Hogwarts Common Room. On that couch, there’s a cat. Or 
maybe a dog. A cat-dog that cuddles you when you want him to, 
and is completely self-sufficient when you decide to leave for a 
day or two to visit friends or family. Sitting next to the cat-dog 
surrounded by the plants and the hazy sun beams is my partner 
holding two cups of coffee he made for the both of us. He is well-
rested, and so am I. I join him on the sofa and we cuddle our 
cat-dog and sip our coffee and talk about the night we met. We 
melt into one another and find the perfect movie on Netflix to 
stream that encapsulates the morning we are living in. That 
morning stretches on until night, and we feel no sluggishness 
or guilt for taking the day for ourselves. 
 The second world I see is full of clouds—soft, yet 
purposeful, clouds. I smell rain, but know that the rain won’t 
come until mid-afternoon. Quiet thunder gently shakes the 
cheap window frames in the living room. This world is full of 
blankets, tea, and focus. So much focus. I write papers, pay 
bills, apply to jobs, and reward myself with more tea, more 
blankets, more focus. Around lunch, I feel recharged by the 

tea, the blankets, and the focus. I am energized. I throw off 
the blanket, finish my tea, close my computer, and want, no, 
need to workout. It’s a full on desire. This desire drives me all 
the way upstairs, where I change into clothes that are freshly 
laundered and folded. I stand in the middle of my room, and 
watch the window fade from gray to glowing. The soft and 
purposeful clouds are shifting over the sun, playing with light. 
They are focused on their job this afternoon, just as I have been 
focused all day. I go on a run. The clouds run with me. The 
smell of rain grows stronger, and drops hit my face right as I 
get home. I shower, fall back into my blankets, eat dinner, and 
watch a movie. Clouds cover the sky and the day is done. 
 The third world I see is full of wind. It’s uncomfortable, 
but familiar. The house creaks with every gust, and I feel my 
body creak along with it. My legs hurt, my arms are tired, 
and my head swirls. I eat breakfast, drink coffee, and smell 
my unwashed hair. I slowly open my computer, and try to 
remember what I wrote about last. My toes curl against the 
couch. Toast crumbs fall off my chest, onto my keyboard. I look 
outside, and watch the trees click together in the wind. More 
and more wind. More and more swirling, and creaking house 
and limbs. My partner walks into the room, squeezes my hand, 
and smiles. I squeeze back. We make it to evening, eat bowls of 
pasta, and re-watch an old movie that reminds us we miss our 
families. The wind dies down. We go to bed early, tired from the 
wind. 
 There’s a thin place in my kitchen that shows me three 
different worlds—always with sun, clouds, and wind. I step 
around the counter. The three worlds fold into each other, and 
I’m lost until the next morning. 
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Duvet-less Duvet Covers
Hannah Murphy

You took the naked duvet with you to Cork.
On your old bed, a hollowed-out sheet
Resembles a dehydrated man in the desert.
Flat, sunken, eerie.
You may forget that he is a man at all,
Protruding bones, flesh falling from ribs,
The same way you may forget that 
This was once a bed, your one. 

You see, it is just not right:
Like smoking silk cut blue through your nose.
Or rubbing your eyes whilst chopping chilies,
Socks and sandals. 
Your old bed is just not right.

You are living elsewhere now.
Living.
So not even your ghost can inhabit this space.

Living.
No time now to miss big little sisters. 

In Brussels,
Hannah Murphy

In Brussels, I want you 
To be here with me
In Brussels. 

I want us 
To eat sugared pastries in cafes,
Lick the sugar from our top lip. 
Visits to the market:
No mulled wine just yet,
Wrong season for it. 

We will buy fragranced bars of soap,
For bodies not hands.
Fresh fruit, whatever’s ripe.
The Chicken King stand 
Will sell us pork ribs au miel.
We will find out the translation much later,
I’ll be allergic but we chance them anyway. 
I don’t die.
But we butcher the French language –
Pronouncing the t at the end of et,
Crafting our own tense.

Some days we will tell friends we are busy
Sight-seeing in the city.
When really we are pretending we like the cheese
Or acting like the baguettes aren’t too hard,
Even we hear the crack against our teeth.
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We’ll spit out white watermelon seeds,
Pick out the blacks one with a fork.
There’ll be crumbs in the bed
And watermelon juice on the sheets.

In Ireland, 
You want me
To stop bloody texting you,
About bloody cheese and watermelons. 

Unknowninglike
Jay Miller

Let’s say I relive my past life.
Occasion to rhyme,
but nothing lasts right?
That’s the persuasion of time.

Always best to start at the age of five:
you wake up, greet the sun in bare feet,
naked as a statue on the silage by the drive-
way, the bright light bores upon your fair cheek.

Nobody knows what happens in the crucial moment
where the five-year-old kid suddenly snaps in-
to his former existences, discovering the spiritual component
tying his prebirth to his afterlife, and saddens.

This is how you rule the world: beyond knowing.
What a glorious solitude, that state of being;
above the desire for power, no joking,
possessor of nothing but ancient teachings.

Perhaps my karmic self envies me not in adulthood.
This inner child that never got to reincarnate?
I don’t know what I’m saying, I’m sure I still would
consider my alter ego happy, regardless of state.

This parallel universe, collective unconscious,
metempsychosis rigmarole to me is all the same.
I am simultaneously reading and writing in this inventive darkness:
both our world and our ignorance follow a conscious aim.
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Girls With Time Machines
Carmen Quigley 

I didn’t go to the women’s march
Anne-Sophie Roos

I was supposed to be a feminist today
Standing on the shoulders of giants, 
holding up my future with both hands
But I was afraid walking that great a distance
would give me too many blisters
and trouble
So I keep the door locked and sit in silence

I once ate my own words and now everything tastes funny,
guilty
A rotten flavour rolls on my tongue, through my body
The fish&chips on my plate is angry with me 
because I am not an angry woman
The salad in my bowl thinks I am wise for complying
not raising my voice
I eat neither and starve in silence

My father lives 
like he owns the world
He moves through streets and jobs and birthday parties without 
stopping to breathe once
His life is as quick as his words
I remember the time he called me a slut
A memory carefully preserved in a jar 
And he most likely forgot it the second after it happened

A poster on the street reads:
SPEAK YOUR TRUTH
Meanwhile I am afraid to even write because 
I don’t know any truth at all
I put down my pen and cry in silence
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I don’t know how to be a feminist
A good person
Or even myself
So I live in silence

Graveyard Valentines
Katie Hurley

My two look collection, aptly named “Graveyard Valentines” 
was born from my fascination with Irish superstitions and 
magic. All my life I have watched the women in my life carry out 
small rituals that were born well before the age of Christianity 
in Ireland. My mother taught me never to step foot inside a 
fairy ring, or wish them any harm, and it has become a practice 
to me to say hello to the Sidhe everytime I stumble across a ring 
of shrubby or some fungi. I have never considered this an odd 
thing to do, until I grew up and came to college, where I have 
been told that I am very much in the minority, and looking out 
for signs of the other world isn’t what most people do when 
walking to and from their busy lives at college or their job. 
 Graveyard valentines is inspired by love spells and 
magic and all of the traditions we’re losing. But I often ponder 
whether the females interest in superstition and old wives tales 
is a secret act of rebellion. When I think of all the women in 
my family who came before me, and how they also believed in 
charms and the other world, I wonder if small spells and lucky 
charms are an act of rebellion against their oppression both by 
patriarchy and church? Perhaps by focusing on the magic in 
their world, they could somehow take control of the rules that 
Catholic Ireland has cast upon us. 
 When creating this collection, I was inspired by a 
particular spell documented by Lady Wilde, which describes the 
length that Irish women would go in the name of love. In the 
spell ‘Drimal agus Thorial’,  two best friends would wake in the 
dead of night to go to their local graveyard and exhume a newly 
buried corpse. They would skin the body from head to heel and 
the girl would tie the skin like a belt around the sleeping boy 
who she wished to marry. Throughout this whole process, the 
catholic god would never be mentioned, for the girls would be 
working with the other world to cast this spell. 
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 While we can assume that this is an extreme case of 
using love magic, it makes me question the mental tole that 
finding a husband placed on so many of our female ancestors 
since the introduction of the Church in Ireland.  As a culture, 
we have such a dark history of oppressing our female popu-
lation, to the stage where we now only learn of the folklore 
surrounding male characters, such as the adventures of Fionn 
mac Cumhaill, where women only exist as catalysts to the 
plot, or sexual property. 
 Our myths and legends aren’t just about the boys we 
learn  about in primary school, Irish women and our fierce 
feminine energy and magic throughout history shouldn’t be 
lost just because men have rewritten our script. 
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Mary
Claire Loader

1591, the outskirts of present day Ballinrobe. Thirteen Mary 
Burkes await by the boughs of an oak tree. Rounded up for the 
refusal of one. A place history now calls ‘Poll na Marbh’, The 
Hollow of the Dead.

* 

Always I had liked my name. Not so much now. The kiss of rope 
around my neck sullying its simple form. The fate attached to 
those four letters… tightening.

What is your name?
Mary Burke.
Are you wed?
I am not.
You are lying.
I am not.   

Ask, but for what? You intend to give no graces. Hunt us out 
like vermin, stamp us out the same.

I am not the she you seek.
Tell me again your name.
I have told you it is not I.
Oh, it is you that he is after.

It is me and we are one, though thirteen stand this ground.  
Ripped and pulled from our hearths, from our beds, bound 
within a name. They stoke now the kiln of Cloonagashel, our 
skin alive with fear.

Hail Mary full of grace
The lord is with thee
Blessed art thou among women
Blessed is the fruit

Bingham does not watch, his anger takes his stead - taut and 
unrelenting, our tears return no pity. That one would not take 
his bed, we all are to hang like leaves. They ready now the 
horses, set their legs to flight.

Always I had liked my name.   
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afore
Gerry Stewart

we cud tak a whirl                 
across thi flair                     
birlin like weans                    
in oor beat-up brogues
hauns an cheeks touchin
een closed to aw
braithin in each ither’s scent

or
we cud find an auld pan
an bang it like a drum
wake thi neebours
an thi sleepin dugs
wi oor bawlin
singin a wirdless sang
we thocht we’d lang forgotten

or 
we cud whisper 
sweet naethins
in each ither’s ears
giggle afore strangers
til they keeki us odd 

I dinnae mind
gi me a day alane wi you
in some distant airt
til we can ken 

whit we used ti dae

Polished Sutures
Gerry Stewart

Trying not to put a foot wrong,
we skirt the black lake ice 
on a broken-family day out.

The glass swallows our reflections, 
stitched with ghostly weeds and mud,
summer splashing now forgotten. 
The children break off icicle swords,
their breaths melting the mossy frost growing 
on the beached longboat.

Our tossed stones sketch the emptiness,
skipping with white new moons trails, 
our version of wild skating.

We cannot place our trust in invisible strength.
Our unhealed cracks splinter,
creaking with our shifting weight.

The ice responds in sighs,
the open-air sting of sound,
an aching elastic stretch to the trees and back.
Its song touches our skins, 
pinpoints of pain 
where grace once lingered.
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Boundaries of our Landscape 
Celeste Burdon

ISLAND
Niamh Seana Meehan

The girl in the purple coat treated me differently, touching me, 
listening to me, taking parts of me away. 

She spent hours looking and collecting my water, gathering my 
earth, cutting my thorns, picking my wild flowers, her quest for 
the perfect rock infatuated me, alluring me with her strange 
actions.  

I am alone, no one lives here, and I rarely get visitors, so I 
wondered why she chose me. 
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Saying ‘Good Morning’ to the man up the 
telephone pole
Caileigh Ryan

It is perfectly ordinary to anticipate how you might say hello 
to somebody you meet on your morning walk. But you wouldn’t 
want to be saying anything until the person is about five yards 
from you. Before then, you’d come off too eager. Any later and 
it’d seem as though you’re only saying it as an afterthought. 
Your greetings should be executed gracefully, timed perfectly.

There is a man repairing
the fine-line bunting 
that’s strung along the
countryside sky.

I think: What a lovely way to spend a morning.
Then comes the urgency to say
‘hello,’
or ‘good morning,’
or ‘how are ya?’
or to make a bit of small-talk.

And so I look to the heavens to find something to say.
Find that the sky is
blue                flecked with clouds
therefore I can deduce that this morning is
fine                lovely
and I’m glad to see that
the weather is nice        the phone line is being repaired
and so I devise something quick and concise to say around these 
facts.

‘Howya, fine morning isn’t it?’

And the man will look down from the top of the ladder and say: 
‘Hello, how are ya? Long may it last.’
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Looking to Summer
Luke Power

With no cigarettes left
and having finished tapping into the depths
of all my various sorrows,
I stopped.

There was a strange look to the sky.
Rain tomorrow, and red now,
returning seagulls cried blue murder.
Times were strange,
but the sound of lawnmowers 
prowling through the grasslands
had returned. They called their soothing growl 
and summer approached carefully.
It would still rain a lot, we reckoned.
Summer was like that here.

But there was good heat in that sun, 
and as I stood out on the lawn in my feet, 
I thought I could see a stretch in the evenings,
in the way the sun fell down to the left of the island.
I turned back to the house to let the others know.

The Pursuit Ends
Laoise Ní Raghallaigh     
 
   
 “They’ll be arriving around noon or so.”
 “Right,” said Dónal, not taking his eyes off the screen. 
“I’ll be sure to get them a bouquet. Congrats for fucking me 
over, or something along those lines.”
 “Listen, Dónal, you said you were alright with this. You’ll 
have to keep to that, d’you hear? This is her sister’s wedding.” 
Oscar crossed the room to stand in front of the TV. “Are you 
listening to me?”
 “Ah, get away, will you. Yeah, I heard you. I’ll behave 
myself.” His phone buzzed - his father, again. 
 “How do you get signal in here? I’ve nothing at all,” said 
Oscar, holding his own phone aloft to confirm it. 
 “New network. Better data plan, unlimited minutes 
internationally. You should give it a look.” 
 “I may do. Listen, I’ll see you later. Be good.”

It had been three years since they’d been back. Three years and 
seven months, to be precise. The town was largely unchanged; a 
few new shopfronts, a few more sleeping bags lining the streets. 
Aside from that, it was the same town they’d terrorised as 
teenagers, the same cobbles they’d tripped over countless times 
in the witching hour, crushing their aluminium cans in their 
hands and giggling all the while. The stones were the same 
as they’d always been, the bedrock of the town unfazed by the 
movement of continents above it. 
 “Three days, in and out,” murmured Rónán. Aoibh 
nodded. 
 “In and out,” she repeated. “No bother.” 
 “And we’ll be back home, and we’ll never have to come 
back here again.”
 “Until the christenings, or whatever happens next,” said 
Aoibh. Rónán groaned. 
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 “Surely we can skip them.”
 “Mm. We’ll have to see, I suppose.”
 They pulled into the driveway, already lined with cars. 
 “How many people did Róisín invite?” 
 Aoibh said nothing, a frown appearing on her face as she 
took in the scene. In and out. 
 The gathering was buzzing in the same quiet way that 
funerals do, occasionally lulling into silence, before being 
jostled into life again with herculean effort. Aunts and uncles 
and third cousins were there, milling around the small house, 
serfs making their offerings to the bride-to-be in the front room. 
Her sister was by no means a person with grand notions, but 
her fiancé’s family all had them. It had cost them untold pain 
to have the party in this house at all, rather than their own 
sandstone fortress with the manicured lawn and Cnoc Órga 
inscribed on the gatepost. They had all had the same reaction 
to Aoibh’s presence, too; the same startled smile and raised 
eyebrows, the same glance to her left hand and lopsided smirk 
when they saw it was bare.
 Aoibh made the acquaintance she’d been dreading in the 
small hallway between sitting room and kitchen. 
 “Congratulations,” said Dónal. “When are you due?”
 “Just under four months.” Aoibh laid an instinctive hand 
over her stomach. Dónal eyed it distastefully. 
 “Things are coming together for you, so.”
 She ignored this. “How are you?”
 He scoffed. “Oh, grand. Not as great as himself -” he 
gestured to Rónán through the open sitting room door “- but 
good enough for some people.”
 “Dónal -”
 “What? Isn’t that the truth?”
 “Dónal. Good to see you, man.” And Rónán was there, his 
hand on her arm, other hand outstretched to take Dónal’s. The 
other man didn’t move. 
 “Beat anyone up lately?”
 “Ah, come on. You know that wasn’t what happened,” 

said Aoibh. 
 “This says different.” Dónal pointed to his crooked nose, 
broken from the day Aoibh and Rónán had left Galway. 
 “We were nineteen, Dónal. We lost our tempers. I’m sorry 
things panned out the way they did. Can we try to put it behind 
us?”
 “That’s a great idea,” said Oscar, appearing out of 
nowhere with an arm over Dónal’s shoulder. “We’re going 
hiking tomorrow, a few of the lads from school. Will you come, 
Ró? Just up the hills, where we used to mill around.” 
 Dónal rolled his eyes. “Yeah, it’ll be a gas time.”
 Rónán smiled tentatively. 

The air was rippling and clear, rolling off the mountains like 
water down stone. The six men made their way leisurely over 
the grassy knolls, chatting about their misspent days on this 
very hillside. There was a taut line drawing between them 
- they could all feel it, but none chose to acknowledge it, not 
even with a cursory glance. But even with the line, gradually 
stretching, it was almost like before the group had schismed, 
before things had gone so wrong, so fast. 
 “We all missed ye when ye moved,” said Oscar, not 
looking at Rónán. 
 Rónán laughed under his breath. “You don’t have to say 
that, Oz. I know not everyone was sorry to see the back of us. It 
was a terrible way to go.”
 “I’m not disputing that. A fist fight is hardly the best 
sendoff.” They both eyed Dónal, tramping through the longer 
grass ahead. “But ye were both young and hot-headed.”
 “You’re talking like there are decades between me and 
you,” said Rónán. 
 Oscar raised an eyebrow. “I have four younger brothers. 
I am decades older. They’ve aged me, Dónal most of all. He’s not 
easy, I know that better than anyone. But you should try and 
make it up with him. Buy him a pint when we get back to town, 
or something. Talk things through.”
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 “It’s the way to a man’s heart.” But he sighed and conceded. 
“Alright. I’ll give it a go, but he has to give me something. I’m 
not going to throw shite at a wall and hope for a miracle.”
 They came to the halfway point: a single, badly-surfaced 
tarmac road, winding further into the hills, and all were 
momentarily distracted by the caw of a bird, the snap of a small 
bone underfoot, the sight of the sun, preparing to settle itself 
down for the evening on the hillside.
 The car came out of nowhere, and disappeared back into 
nowhere. The screech of the tires on the road was that of a 
terrifying bird of prey, a winged god of death swooping down on 
some helpless wriggling creature. There was barely a sign that 
it had been there at all save for the acrid smell of burnt rubber 
lingering on the air, and the body lying on the tarmac. 
 “Jesus, Rónán!” 
 “Someone call an ambulance,” shouted Cian, dropping to 
his knees beside Rónán. “Ró, come on man, wake up. You’re 
alright, you’re alright.” 
 This was not strictly true: his skin was a sickly purple-
tinged white, his leg bent at an unnatural angle, and the road 
beneath his head was spotted black with blood. They had all 
heard the crack that seemed to come from the mountain itself. 
But his breathing, albeit quiet, was steady. A name escaped his 
lips, barely audible. 
 “We’re calling her now, don’t worry. Where’s that fucking 
ambulance?” 
 But the hills were famously unreliable for mobile service, 
and there was no house within feasible running distance. 
 “I’ve nothing,” said Brian.
 “Nor me.” Eoghan cursed under his breath. 
 Oscar held his phone up over his head, praying that 
one of the little white sticks would light up; just one would be 
enough. But there was only the pitiless grey ‘x’. 
 “Fuck!” 
 He turned his gaze to Dónal, standing frozen on the side 
of the road. “What about you?”

 “Sorry man, I’ve nothing either.” Dónal’s face was 
unreadable. “No masts up around here.” 
 His pocket buzzed. 
 “Give me your phone.” 
 No response.
 “Dónal, give me the phone now.” 
 “What’s gotten into you, man? It’s no use, he’s gone.”
 “He’s not fucking gone yet!” Oscar seized him by the 
collar. “This is beyond a stupid childish feud, or some girl ye 
both fancied. He’ll die on this hill, Dónal, if we don’t get him 
to a hospital. I swear to God, I’ll toss you over that edge if you 
don’t give me the phone right now.”
 Dónal stared blankly for another brief moment, before 
reaching into his pocket and unlocking the phone. Oscar 
snatched it from him almost before he had finished and dialled 
the triple digit. 
 “Hello? Hi, yes, I need an ambulance, my friend’s been 
hit by a car…” 
 “Oscar -”
 The sun lay bleeding on the horizon, pink diffusing into 
the cool blue, into navy, into black. Rónán’s breath had turned 
to rattles amidst the noise and now was clearly heard as what 
it was: the rasp of a dying man. A rasp which turned now to 
terrible silence. Oscar threw the phone to the ground, the 
operator’s tinny voice cut suddenly short.
 Somewhere unseen, a fox screeched. 
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The Wonder of Youth Lost II
Craig McLeod

Digital Media

The Skating Rink in 
Belfast
Ruth Ennis

Knees straight, arms bent, I 
Am beckoned to the 
Edge of the rink to 
Receive advice I 
Didn’t ask for. 

In 1960
He is awkward and 
Eager on the ice
As he approaches 
The girl on white skates.

His orange reflects 
A warning to her. 
Don’t get distracted, 
Don’t get in the way.

She leads him skating
Backwards on the smooth
Surfaces whilst he 
Holds her hand and scrapes 
Up what is behind 
Him. 

Dancing on unsure
Footing, he offers
Her a chance to teach 
And he follows her 
Blindly. 

Fearless and steadfast
She steadily drains
The orange from his 
Skates and bleeds a white 
Confidence into 
Him.

His partner unties 
The laces of her 
Boots and passes from 
One life to the next.

His memory of
Frozen time becomes 
Forgotten after 
A fall renders him 
Immobile. 

He visits the rink 
Each week, watching the
Orange and white blades
Blend into a pale
Sunset he longs to 
Have. 

Having learned, having 
Taught, he beckons me 
To the edge of the 
Rink to offer the 
Advice I did not 
Ask for. 

I listen and skate. 
Knees bent and arms straight.
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New Job
Ruth Ennis

    Listen, I’m sure you’re wondering, “Emma, what exactly 
are you doing living on a literal cloud?” I get it, it’s certainly 
unusual. But it’s not too bad you know. Yeah, it’s a bit small, 
about the size of two king-sized beds, wouldn’t you say? And 
okay, it’s a bit damp. Honestly though, it’s not all that different 
from a studio in town, am I right? No? 
    Long story short, I messed up. Lesson learned: don’t piss 
off your local “magic-doesn’t-exist-I’m-totally-not-a-witch” 
witch because if you stand her up one too many times, she will 
condemn you to thirty years of living on a cloud. A year for 
every minute you were late to the date. Say what you want 
about witches, they’re consistent with their cruel and unusual 
punishment. 
    I have to stay up here and do her bidding or face the 
consequence of another ten years being added to my sentence. 
I’m kind of okay with it, I mean I didn’t have any plans for after 
college, so this seems to be as good a plan as any. 
    She crafted this cloud – it was very cool; ancient languages, 
bright colours, controlling the elements, the whole shebang. 
I’d highly recommend you go watch a curse being laid upon 
someone if you ever get the chance. Anyway, she says that the 
ground below this cloud is the site of great injustice. Maybe 
she got stood up here once before, that’d explain her reaction, 
wouldn’t it? 
    So, I’m here to reap chaos upon anyone who steps under 
this damned earth. Basically, I’m just here to mess with people. 
When they walk under the cloud, I’m supposed to use this 
bucket and sprinkler here to inflict the mild-inconvenience of 
light rain on those who tread the cursed ground. It’s like when 
you’re walking along the street, minding your own business on 
what seems to be a nice dry day, but then suddenly there’s one 
tiny spot of cloud and you just happen to walk under it the 

second it starts to rain, while everyone else stays miraculously 
dry. That’s me. I do that. 
    There’s an art to it, you know? Not enough rain and the folks 
on the ground don’t notice. Then I get called up and threatened 
with the extra time and it’s just a bit of a heartache to listen to. 
Too much rain and you run the risk of someone noticing that 
something weird is afoot. 
    You know me, I’m quite clumsy. I was shuffling around on 
this cloud, getting ready for the day ahead, and I knocked over 
the bucket and all the water was dumped on the ground. Any 
given day, that’s less than ideal, but it was a bit of a disaster 
when the bucket went with it. That’s when you looked up. 
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Catherine Ryan

Medusa Cyclops on a 
Mad Night Out

Old Man Time

Margaret, Medusa’s 
Cousin

felling
Jake McAuliffe

On the Earth’s very last Sunday, I sat on a mossed lake rock—
the one with the incomplete Neruda quote pebble-scratched in 
its skin—and mulled stubborn thoughts to stew. Sogged logs 
littered the stony shore at my feet. I wanted to steal one, I 
wanted to build an instrument from it, some honking jagged 
woodwind creature, but I hadn’t the foggiest where to start. 
And anyway, were lake logs like beach sand and, thus, illegal 
to borrow? I didn’t see any Nature Police around. I didn’t hear 
any druid cruisers coming to protect their sticks. But there was 
something coming. A hum crawled over the steep hill behind 
the lake, slinking through the naked trees. When the toads 
arrived on their motorbikes and in their jackets, the first thing 
I noticed was the bags under their eyes. By the matching crests 
on their lapels, they seemed to be family on a family trip. “Lose 
those jackets,” I said. They undressed. I took their toad-hands 
and we waded into the lake together. Beneath the surface they 
spoke to me about how they had missed the water, how they 
barely felt like amphibians anymore, how they used to want 
things—big life things—but age had siphoned their courage. 
Toads were up-front, I learned. “Every living thing was built 
to feel that way, you know,” I offered to the toads in crisis. I 
taught them about erosion, God’s pencil eraser. I taught them 
about the brave marrow grasses who battled the invading sand 
dunes. They let loose intrigued squeaks. I did not tell them 
that the sand dunes can intercommunicate and will invariably 
win that war. But trying to try was noble, and so the toads 
and I promised each other that much—little as it was. I made 
a mental note to purchase a Progress Tracker and keep up 
with my new friends. In Sundays to come, I would see them 
lakeside—sometimes sunbathing, sometimes submerged. They 
would see me etching the end of that Neruda line (…forgetting 
is so long). However, as already mentioned, it was the very last 
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Sunday on Earth. You can imagine how pissed the sand dunes 
were after spending all that time learning how to talk. You can 
imagine how it all happened, how it all ended, and how it all 
did or didn’t matter one bit.

Truffle
Zara Meadows

In the liquid core of the chocolate earth,
Coffee dregs on peppermint porcelain circulated black 
Holes, a galaxy of honey stains, sucking in
 
Your fizzy raincoat, down to your knees,
Which floated in marshmallow monstrosities down
To the ravine of my liquorice guts,
                                                     
Lodging itself in a rotten tooth-root
On a patch of grass between two logs;
Our crossroads, historical battlefields,
 
The imperfect dead centre of the world.
You sucked the war cries from my screaming mouth
And left me gagging on surrender,
 
White cloth stuffed down raspberry throat.
Somewhere, somewhere
In the liquid core of the chocolate earth
 
A candy-cane staircase lead us
Downwards
                     into downwards into
 
The ice-cream parlour of a pervert’s daydream,
Scalding us with a truth we had forgotten
In our banana milkshake wonderland, in the liquid core
 
Of the chocolate earth, oozing with nerve endings
Jerking at every greedy chance, that feeling, that
Ice-pop-pulled-straight-from-the-freezer-without-thinking 
type-burn
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Leaving your fingernails crackling and sizzling in
Tiny tremors that send earthquakes to
Japan, to Wonka Land, to
 
The end of the world; how I will tell
All the biblical characters about you there!
Adam and Eve sipping on apple ciders,
 
Showing me the wisdom I will gain from getting over you;
David on my shoulders, weighing up
The women of the End Times Fiesta, drinking from chucked 
coconuts;
 
Mary dying prematurely on the mantelpiece, malt-stuffed
With regret on her mouth; Matthew, Mark,
Luke, John all sign copies of their manuscripts
 
For their adoring fandom, the ink souring with every stroke;
Jesus on the phone to his dad
Asking to be picked up early –
 
I will tell each one about you, how
Your short, white skirt was sweetie-wrapper sin and I
Tasted your juices on my teeth long after I brushed them,
 
Minty and fresh and ice-breath’d and somewhere, somewhere
In the liquid core of the chocolate earth you are still
Laughing at a joke left over or a turn of phrase,
 
Turning me over in your hands
As though you were turning the clocks back, your hands
At obscure crossroads, your wrists two Matchmaker
 
Dictators turning over the law, turning
Me over in the liquid core of your bottomless bedroom.
In the slow, distilled dark of your granular home,

You still melt dark in the dips of my palms,
Still rich, still belonging to me.
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Existence 
Grace Tolan

Lost in Translation
Emma Muldoon Ryan 

Nuair a bhím ag caint m’fhón “cliste”,
Ní thuigeann sé mé.
Arsa me “ Ok Google, conas a déarfá ‘chemical bonding’ as Gaeilge?”
Agus ní thuigeann sé mo cheist. 

Freagraíonn sé le pictiúr de liathróidí beaga 
Ag damhsa i líne,ag canadh go leictreach.

Taispeánann na leictreoin dom patrún agus
Cuirim ceist orm féin 
An mbíonn na Gaeilgeoirí ag fulaingt?

Fulaingt atá iomlán difriúil leis an mbealach armonach, 
Le chéile,
Ós mo chomhair. 

An bhfuil cead againn muid féin a aistriú 
Nó a chur in iúl 

Nó an ruaigeann muid 
Ar nós 
Núicléas an leictreoin 
An oiread sin
Níl a fhios againn cé sinne.
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The Colours of Winter 
Emma Muldoon Ryan

It is Winter. 
The trees are bare,

Under them lay tones of primary colours.
Blue contrasts green.

Once more, within days of lockdown, the weather improves. 

The skies have white clouds.
They’ve replaced the dark brooding ones 

I looked out the windows of study at.
I salute them,

Hi!
I won’t see you very often in the coming months 

You are beautiful.

Trees, you will litter the ground with colors
 I only know this time of year.

Our year is a bare tree.
It seems stunted in growth,

No beauty in leaves.
We think it dead.

This one tree I see is bare.
It seems isolated to the browns and oranges surrounding it.

Yet it stands tall,
The tallest in fact 

My eye is caught by gold reflected in the leaves
 

The fields look healthy and green.
But not for much longer.
They will pale with frost 

And discolour in dew.

In these months 
I see houses I never knew existed.

You have hidden them from me
In the presence of Persephone

And shaded them in happiness.
Now, in Winter, in November, in grief

You no longer protect them.

You leave them no beauty to gaze upon.
You leave them bare. 

Our year is a bare tree and 
We think it dead.
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Galway Bay from Blackhead, Co. Clare 
Tiffani Love

If I Do Die
Jack Patrick Blaise Brennan

If Irish frost afoot, does catch your eye 
and your tears do erect that stance.

Understand that cry,
after the speaking we did not hath,
but also give a soft laugh
for the cheerful calamity, is now won.

On the subtle joke- now untold,
that I now say I did fear others hearing
but always loved clearing.

For it, my eight footed Rathlin creature, 
flaccidly falling through my hands,

the up-palm movements 
balancing the other motion
that are gravity conjoint- 
with that of the webs making.

From this same source,
I do hope you take your sorrow.
For I know in an essence,
An emptiness I shall be.

But simply empty look and see,
Horned Laplace and Gabriel in the view 
on the three electron spinsplit
This is with which
God does play.
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Fear not, as I know
A man of death must be a man of life,
In Clare,
I saw it in the pale dunes…     one starry night

That is not dead with what time, may lie;
even this death, in one day has died.

young polar bear,
no longer in it’s mother’s care

Remember we,
just merely be..

Ecology of Disease: a look at the 
interconnectivity of man and nature
Lindsay Merlihan

Deforestation, systemic racism, a global respiratory virus... 
these themes are sewn together
by the ecology of disease and expressed in words like “I can’t 
breathe.”
 “Ecology of Disease” is a 3-piece series of handmade 
collage and acrylic that expresses the interconnectedness of 
humankind and the natural world. The imagery is used to 
prismatically
express what 2020 has un-masked. It hopes to convey a sense 
of empowerment and responsibility as we re-write the new 
normal.
 “Deforestation” suggests we bring equilibrium back to 
our relationship with the Earth’s lungs
- trees. Images of log piles remind us 46% of trees have been 
felled since humans started cutting down forests. In 2020 alone, 
8.6 million acres in the U.S. were touched by wildfire due
to human activity or dryness. (iii.org)
 “Plastic” shows images of plastic rubbish found inside 
the stomach of a starving albatross. Asmuch as 13 million tons 
of plastic goes into oceans each year, according to an estimate 
by UNEnvironment. The disposable masks marking the event 
of the coronavirus pandemic endure a lifespan of 450 years.
 From South Africa to Australia to Germany to the U.S., 
“Drought” has become a more evidentthreat to our ecosystem. 
“Human-caused global warming is responsible for more than 
halfthe increase in forest aridity (dryness) across the U.S. west 
coast.” (SciLine)
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 The Rorschach inkblots in each piece could easily be 
interpreted as a masks after a year like2020 – which begs the 
question, “how are the events of 2020 affecting the collective
psyche?”
 We must correct the misbelief that we are separate from 
the natural world. We belong here,on this rare and precious 
blue planet. But whether we stay here, is up to our collectively 
held belief – are we just mere individuals or are we really all 
part of a greater whole?

“Plastic”
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“Drought” “Deforestation”
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Deee-Lite, or Tunes for the End of 
History
Clíodhna Bhreathnach

each morning’s blue, these early days of May
know quarantine still, & summer sounds come loud
from my laptop as I copy & paste & complete templates
in kitchen’s office.  memes of starry ploughs

slide down screen in yellow, green. I turn
the music up.  so, as a bouquet toss spills 
scent of lilies into air, this honey voice
throws la-la-la into song;  a flute trills

like question marks in sound, piano keys
jangle like tambourines & the birds all whistle. 
I click a link -   such militant lyrics send
these tunes toppling over, ballistic missiles

are subtler than this, these politics worked best 
when kept vague and music told one tale only - 
 this far from a dancefloor I swim websites,
& bop along to a beat so lovely, lonely.

a rhythmless rhyme
Lauren Anne Cassidy

a few years from now
will you look into her eyes
and remember the colour of mine?
will you miss my voice 
    coaxing 
     you 
             from voids
and back through the spirals you fell down?
will you remember the era
    without air?
                                        without gravity?
                with split, ragged prosody
and the smell of rosemary and time on my skin?
will you remember the offbeat sound –
the rhythmless rhyme
of us?

i doubt it
you never were romantic 
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The Illumination of a Graveyard
Mary Coleman

There is a derelict graveyard beside the housing estate I grew 
up in. Derelict doesn’t feel like the right word for a graveyard, 
but I’m at a loss as to how else to describe it. Unruly shrubbery 
masks the graves and people stopped being buried there long 
before I was born. I suppose the terms inactive or dormant could 
be used too. Inactive feels especially redundant, considering 
that even in death, bodies beneath the soil continue to change, 
and break down. These adjectives also feel cold and inhumane. 
We are talking, after all, about the final resting place for a 
group of human beings. They could have been writers, artists, 
musicians, doctors, teachers, lords, ladies, husbands, wives. 
They all contributed to society once, but they lie now in a 
disused graveyard in a small town in county Galway. 
 The graveyard still sits on an elevated piece of land 
beside the estate my parents live in. Its presence has never 
cast a celestial shadow over the lives of those who live beside it, 
such is its insignificance. It should be a timely reminder for me 
and the other residents of how important it is to live well in the 
short time we are on this Earth. Instead, its abandonment only 
serves to highlight how everyone, eventually, can be forgotten.
 When I was eighteen, I moved to Ireland’s premier 
graveyard, the city of Galway.  The graveyard of ambition. 
Having grown up beside an actual graveyard, Galway’s 
reputation as a burial place for dreams seemed inaccurate. 
Galway wasn’t exactly New York, but in comparison to the 
rural village I had grown up in, it felt positively metropolitan. 
The unique thing about Galway for me back then, was that I 
could live in what I felt was a big city but feel like I was living 
in a town. A feel is what sets one city apart from the next. 
It is what sets graveyards apart from the roads which circle 
round about them. In a graveyard, there is an indefinable feel, 
as though something other worldly is happening without our 

human knowledge. In Galway, everybody knew everybody. It 
was easy to meet people and make friends. You saw the same 
people all the time. Everything was accessible by foot. It made 
life as a college student simpler, than say, having to take a 
Luas and a bus home from a night out. In my early years living 
in Galway, its size and ease were desirable qualities. I loved 
it, but not because it was Galway, because it was easy, and I 
was able for it, it wouldn’t defeat me. I resented any mention of 
Galway’s graveyard status. Of course, I wasn’t surrounded by 
anyone who believed that Galway was a place for deadbeats and 
the uninspired. As a first year in college, my life was permeated 
with the hopeful, the excited, the dreamers. People whose lives 
were just beginning. There was no place for graveyards in our 
universe. 
 Galway’s reputation as a graveyard began to seep into 
my understanding gradually over time. In my third year of 
university, I had to go on placement in Roscommon town. I 
drove to and from my hometown of Dunmore to Roscommon for 
five weeks. Placements were an opportunity for us to see what 
working life was really like. I quickly realised how little I was 
enjoying the mundanity of commuting and the routine of a job 
in the public sector. This was, however, potentially my future. 
I wasn’t aware that this working life had been my dream, but 
of course, it never had been. I realised that my dreams had 
stopped at Galway.
 I had given no thought to what I would do when I left 
university, even though I had chosen to enter a course which 
by the end would mean I had a profession. Growing up, I had 
always wanted to live in the apartments on the Headford 
Road that I passed every time I drove into the city with my 
parents. They looked so sophisticated and I imagined that the 
people living there were fabulous people living fabulous lives.  
My dreams were realised when I was offered a room in these 
illustrious apartments, which were by divine intervention, 
for students. They were sophisticated, by college standards, 
though their occupants, including myself, were less so. It had 
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been my dream to go to NUI Galway and that dream became 
a reality the day the C.A.O. offers were released. My dreams 
had been so modest and achievable that by the time I was 
eighteen, I was apparently living them. My stint in Roscommon 
had highlighted to me the realities of adulthood, which didn’t 
correlate with my expectation of how exciting life should be. I 
was unsettled and by final year, rabid with ambition for what I 
wasn’t sure, I believed that Galway had given me all it could. I 
regularly used the line ‘I love Galway but after four years you 
need a break from it, you know?’ I had heard this trope from 
many others before they left the city. The unrelenting difficulty 
of my Speech and Language Therapy course meant that by 
my fourth year, my experience of Galway became limited to 
the Health Sciences building, the library and restaurants on 
campus. I then began to align myself to the school of thought 
which presented Galway as a graveyard. The qualities which 
had once endeared Galway to a naïve undergraduate student 
became the nails in the coffin of our relationship. 
 The fact that Galway had the feel of a town wasn’t good 
anymore. The continuous rain seemed only to highlight the city’s 
inadequacies further, drenching the town in grey, despondent 
shades. Galway was not the hopeful place of beginnings it had 
once seemed. The atmosphere had changed over my years there, 
until I eventually felt nothing but longing to be somewhere else.
I had grown up believing that graveyards are not meant to 
be inhabited by the living. Their residents are dead. They are 
resting places, quiet and uneventful. When I compared Galway 
in these terms to graveyards, I could absolutely understand the 
morose title the city had earned. People have said that Galway 
is the place dreams go to die. Sure, you can have a good week of 
hedonistic tomfoolery the week of the races, or enjoy the mulled 
wine at the Christmas market, but when the fairy lights come 
down, and Ballybrit closes its doors, Galway is nothing special, 
or at least, that is what I believed. In my eyes, Galway was 
imitating life’s trajectory. In life, you can only have so much 
fun, and then you die. In Galway, you can have an amazing 

four years at university, or a week of debauchery, but if you 
don’t leave, you die, and dying means staying on. I believed 
that Galway had fulfilled the modest dreams I had for myself 
and it was time to make new ones.
 It’s the plight of the millennial, to be in an eternal state 
of ennui, constantly trying to find ourselves or at least find a 
group of people who will make us feel like we belong. In the 
city of the tribes, I had failed to find mine. After graduation, I 
moved to Edinburgh, a place where I didn’t know anybody, but 
had been given a job. I had been so scared to go there alone, 
but my fear did not outweigh the desire I had to leave Galway 
behind and in return, not to be left behind. Edinburgh has a 
much larger population than Galway, but it somehow manages 
to retain the atmosphere of a smaller city. Within weeks, 
when people from home asked me if I liked Edinburgh, I told 
them I loved it. They asked what it was like. I told them that 
Edinburgh was great because it was like a bigger version of 
Galway. The words rolled off my tongue thoughtlessly. It was 
an ambiguous and contradictory statement to have made. I had 
left Galway because I didn’t love it. It didn’t make sense that 
I was comparing a wonderful, vibrant place to the supposed 
graveyard I had left behind. 
 When visitors came, they made almost immediate 
comparisons between the two cities. There are quantifiable 
similarities, ones that are obvious. Galway and Edinburgh both 
have pedestrianised cobbled streets at their centre. Edinburgh’s 
arts scene is unrivalled internationally, Galway’s is unrivalled 
in Ireland. Both cities sit on the coast of their countries, offering 
easy access to sea air for the city dwellers. 
 It wasn’t any of these tangible reasons though, that 
made me, or my guests, instantly identify the similarities 
between the two cities. It was the ‘feel’ of Edinburgh, that 
likened it so quickly to Galway. This observation was strange 
for me, because as a resident, I had never felt the ‘feel’ of 
Galway to be anything other than small or colloquial. The ‘feel’ 
I experienced in Edinburgh was one of warm, cosy wonder as I 
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walked along the cobbles, past the ancient buildings containing 
kitsch cafés and second-hand book shops. Its small side streets 
and underground passages drape it in mystery, all adding to 
the ‘feel’ of the place. Yes, we all agreed that Edinburgh and 
Galway had been born of the same atmospheric magic.
 One of Edinburgh’s key attractions is ‘Greyfriars 
Kirkyard’, kirkyard being the Scots’ slightly less depressing 
term for graveyard. Tourists flock to it. It contains the grave 
of ‘Tom Riddle,’ which Harry Potter fans will know, provided 
the inspiration for a character name. J.K. Rowling wrote her 
early Harry Potter books in a café which overlooks that very 
place, allowing the sight of graves not to upset her, but inspire 
her. There are tours of the graveyard by night, for those brave 
enough to face the clandestine rituals of the dead in darkness. 
There are ghost tours by the dozen on offer around the closes 
and underground spaces near the Royal Mile. The dead and 
their spirits are a prominent tourist attraction in a city with an 
untouchable enchantment in the air. The people of Edinburgh 
celebrate death. The city has found a way to include death in 
its daily operations and make it an active focus of interest for 
people who visit. This ethereal, morbid side to a city bursting at 
the seams with life doesn’t drag it down, it lifts it up. It places 
death on a pedestal with life, offering it as the next chapter, 
which tour guides will have you believe may indeed provide 
more than a cold, forgotten hole in the ground. 
 People stay in Edinburgh for their whole lives and their 
ambition would never be questioned. Staying would never be 
considered a deathly act. Edinburgh celebrates life and death 
and suggests that both scenarios will lead you somewhere 
unexpected. It glorifies graveyards and declares them places 
to visit, places to celebrate, places of interest because what is 
buried there, once lived. I thought for a time that I would never 
go back to Galway. Edinburgh gave me so much, it would not 
be possible for another city, let alone the graveyard of ambition, 
to give me anything more. That is until I began to visit Galway 
as an adult, still not fully formed but more complete than when 

I had lived there.  More potently, as I was living abroad, I was 
not simply visiting Galway as a tourist, I was visiting Galway 
as an emigrant.
 Irish people have always romanticised emigrants. These 
are the people who were ‘forced out’ of Ireland because it couldn’t 
offer them a life. The life of an emigrant now is vastly different 
to those of our ancestors, the evolution of technology allowing 
for constant communication with the mother land. The United 
Kingdom is not a far flung place, it’s easy to get to thanks to a 
budget airline who, despite their many transgressions, opened 
the skies. Life as an emigrant is easier now, but no matter how 
long the flight, if you’re not living on the island of Ireland, you 
are away from home. As soon as I was living away, every trip 
back felt like a celebration, not just of the life I had built abroad 
but of the place I had left behind. The city of Galway, the place 
I had left as a confused follower, beaten down by the constant 
rain and the lack of prospects, transformed itself before my 
eyes. Galway, the graveyard, suddenly began to illuminate 
itself against its reputation, and I could see clearly for the first 
time, what the city was all about.
 Going back to Galway, having not lived there for a time, 
was like opening a guidebook I had not realised I needed. The 
guidebook, however, did not direct me to the sparkling new 
places that had popped up in my absence, they instead pointed 
me to places that had always been there, that I had been too 
wrapped up in self-doubt to enjoy. I revelled in familiarity and 
in the feeling that was revealing itself each time as the feeling 
of home. The people of Galway, who I had never recognised as 
a collective before, started to differentiate themselves to the 
people of Edinburgh, not in great acts of friendships, but in 
small acts of welcome. The stalwart sea swimmers who say 
hello to everybody, making special effort to include the people 
they know are new, the joggers who smile and nod if you’re the 
only other person passing them by. 
 The proximity to my family, which I had not always 
valued, became the guiding light which eventually steered 
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me to the realisation that home is not just a place you come 
back to, it is a place you set out from time and time again. 
Galway is home, and I kept coming back only to leave it again 
for years. I had left Galway searching for belonging. Only with 
each departure from it, did I realise that the ache I felt was 
because I was leaving home. The home that had always been 
there, waiting for me to realise its beauty.
 Edinburgh holds some of the best memories of my life 
now. It will always have them and every time I go back, I’ll 
feel them. I’ll know them. It holds some of my dearest friends 
and mentors, people who have shaped and moulded me into 
the person I have become. I will always know them, and I will 
always love them. In many ways, Edinburgh is the superior 
city to Galway, but it is not home. Some people don’t leave 
Galway and it is often those people who call it a graveyard, but 
some people stay in Galway because they know that Galway is 
magical. They are the ones who always knew that Galway was 
special, when others, like me, doubted it. 
 Galway is not just special because it is home. It may not 
have the grandeur of Edinburgh or possess its celestial quality, 
but it has the Spanish Arch, steeped in history and carefree 
memories for anyone who ever studied in Galway. It has Charlie 
Byrnes, the greatest bookshop in the world. It has the open 
fire in The King’s Head. It has the Corrib, cascading through 
the city, desperate to reach Salthill, where you’ll always find 
someone mad enough to jump in the sea with you. It has the 
decadence of the races, the grunge of the Arts Festival and the 
spell cast by a university – that spell is not one of death, but 
one of life. Galway is a place full of hopeful, young people. I 
couldn’t see that, when I was one of them, but now, they create 
a culture of optimism and positivity that I crave in my life going 
forward. All of these attributes combine to create a city unlike 
any other. I feel lucky to have left it, to understand now its 
glory. I knew that as long as I was away, there would exist the 
ache that Maya Angelou once spoke of - the ache within all of 
us, for home. Galway may always be known as a graveyard, but 

having lived in Edinburgh, a city which celebrates graveyards, 
I can live with that. 
 In the dormant graveyard by my house, in the active 
graveyard in my hometown, in the kirkyard in Edinburgh and 
in all of the burial grounds across the world, there is life. We 
leave our mark on the world not with our bodies, but with our 
actions and with our stories. In the kirkyard in Edinburgh, 
the people buried there have not been forgotten. Their lives 
are questioned and discussed daily by the people who pass by 
headstones bearing their names. A graveyard does not signify 
death alone, but life too. Let Galway keep its reputation as 
a graveyard - a graveyard for people who have stories, who 
have lives, who will be remembered. Today, Galway, and our 
other cities, resemble post-apocalyptic landscapes, with empty 
streets and shuttered windows. But its people are still here. We 
still live. We still have stories to tell and we exist now on hope 
that someday, we will see Galway restored to its full vibrancy. 
But even in its current, unfamiliar state, it is home. It is still 
the place that we set out from time and time again, a place that 
will always be there to house the memory of its people and the 
stories of the lives they once lived.
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Contributors

Clíodhna Bhreathnach is from Waterford. Recently she was 
shortlisted for the Fish Anthology Poetry Prize and her poems 
have appeared in Channel Magazine. She is on Twitter at @
undersea_org.
 
Tiernan Bines was born in London, England, then moved to 
Edmonton, Canada, and then finally to Galway, all before the 
age of one. He has lived in Galway ever since, where the city 
and its people are his greatest source of inspiration for poetry, 
literature and songwriting.

Jack Patrick Blaise Brennan is a young Irish poet. He has 
previously published a poem in an anthology with Windows 
Publication, and another in the Strukturriss Journal. His work 
is perfect for those who love unravelling every line’s meaning. 
You can find more of his work on his Instagram @polarbearvibin.

Celeste Burdon is a landscape photographer currently 
residing in Cork. She graduated from Crawford in 2017 and 
has continued her practice submerging herself in the harsh, 
beautiful landscape on the Irish West Coast. Steeped in a rich 
and vibrant lore she continues to document this history using 
digital & medium format.

Enda Burke is a photographer from Galway. His work 
explores themes of nostalgia and catholic iconography, finding 
humour and colour in the mundane. Enda`s current project 
“homebound” recently won the International Bartur photo prize. 
He is currently doing an artist residency in collaboration with 
Coffewerks and has been featured in Rolling Stone Magazine 
Italia.  

Mallory Burns received her Masters in International 
Contemporary Literature and Media in Galway, before moving 
to Minneapolis to work as an advocate for youth. She believes 
in naming important articles of clothing, and using a tube of 
lipstick until it’s absolutely finished.

Lara Butler grew up in Cork. She currently lives in Galway, 
and where she is studying Arts and Creative Writing in NUIG.
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Lauren Anne Cassidy studied for her undergraduate degree in 
English and History, and Masters in English at the University 
of Limerick. She is currently pursuing a PhD in contemporary 
Irish feminist literature at University College Dublin. While 
she loves to analyse academic texts, Lauren is also passionate 
about creative writing.

Mary Coleman was born in Co. Galway. She studied Speech 
and Language Therapy at NUIG before moving to Edinburgh in 
2013. A number of her articles have been published in The Irish 
Times’ ‘Abroad’ feature. In 2020, she moved back to Ireland and 
is currently pursuing a Masters in Creative Writing at DCU.

Róisín Doherty is a contemporary artist from North-West 
Donegal. She explores themes such as memento-mori, wildlife 
conservation and the natural environment. Her work is 
influenced by the coastal area she grew up surrounded by. She 
creates intricate large-scale drawings using fine point pens, 
watercolour paintings and photography.

Ruth Ennis is a co-founder of the teen/YA literary journal 
Paper Lanterns. She has an M.Phil. in Children’s Literature. 
She has written for Sonder, Blue Nib, Mouldy Bike, Strange 
Times, and Silver Apples. She was awarded funding from the 
Arts Council Literature Bursary. You can find her online @
rurooie.

Catherine Fleming is a self taught 24 year old artist based in 
Galway city, Ireland. Hailing from the coastal village of Spiddal 
in Connemara. Catherine’s primary interest is figurative 
surrealism, taking inspiration from music, poetry and most 
recently trying to capture the concept of anxiety through art.

Sophie Grenham is a freelance arts journalist from Dublin, who 
lived in Hong Kong as a child. Her articles have been published 
widely in some of Ireland’s most prominent newspapers and 
magazines, such as The Irish Times, The Sunday Independent, 
The Gloss Magazine, Image, and Social & Personal.

Maeve Heneghan, a native of Co. Dublin, spent a number of 
years teaching English in Beijing and Chongqing in China. She 
currently teaches English as a Foreign Language with Co. Laois 
ETB. Her poetry has appeared in a number of anthologies and 
with The Galway Review, Headstuff, A New Ulster and UCD 
Library Special Collections.

Katie Hurley is a final year fashion and textile student 
pursuing her BA at LIT Limerick School of Art and Design. A 
lover of storytelling through illustration, textile design, writing 
and photography, her work focuses on folklore, magic and the 
female experience of growing up in Ireland.

Vincent De Paul Kelly, graduated from fine art paint from 
NCAD in 2020 he has showcased his paintings online through 
his Instagram platform vkelly139@instagram.com were over 
1000 of his artworks can be found on display. Also has exhibited 
in 126 Artist Run Gallery and NCAD Gallery.

Christopher Linforth has recently published work in 
Popshot, Prism International, Sonder Magazine, Epiphany, The 
Arkansas International, Hinterland, World Literature Today, 
and other magazines.

Claire Loader is a New Zealand born writer now living in 
County Galway, Ireland. Her flash fiction has recently appeared 
in Harbinger Press, Crannóg & Tales From The Forest.

Tiffani Love (b. 1995) is a landscape painter originally from 
Northern New York. Her inspiration is deeply connected to 
Ireland’s raw, natural landscape. Love is currently based in 
Ballyvaughan, Co. Clare, where she is pursuing an MFA degree 
in Studio Art at NUI Galway and the Burren College of Art.

Eoin Mac Lochlainn graduated from NCAD in Dublin in 
2000, he won the Golden Fleece Award and the ESB Keating 
McLaughlin Medal at the RHA Annual Exhibition. He has had 
several solo shows, his work is in the collections of: OPW, AXA 
Insurance, UL, Wesley College and the Boyle Civic Collection. 
He writes a weekly artblog - “Scéalta Ealaíne” at https://emacl.
wordpress.com

John Mackey lives in Dublin and works in animation 
production. He has recently started to combine visual work 
with short narrative pieces. This piece is a reflection on the 
rhythmic nature of grief. It is his first publication.

Jake McAuliffe is a cancer researcher from Cork. His stories 
usually feature talking animals. He lives in Galway with his 
partner and talkative cat. His work can be found online in a few 
places that mean a lot to him.@JakeMcAwful on twitter.
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Craig McLeod, (b.1978) is a Scottish born artist based in Co. 
Galway, where He studied Painting at the Centre for Creative 
Arts and Media and received a first-class honours degree in 
2012. Craig’s work explores the power of the image. How images 
shape our perception of reality and are absorbed into collective 
consciousness.

Niamh McNally is an Irish poet from Belfast. She completed 
her Master’s in creative writing at Ulster University whilst co-
creating and editing, The Paperclip; a student-led publication. 
Niamh has been published in The Tulsa Review and Capsule 
Stories. Recently, Niamh and her poetry featured on the BBC 
and in a human rights, climate change film.

Zara Meadows is an eighteen year old emerging poet from 
Belfast in Ireland. She is one of the Foyle Young Poets for 
2020, and her poem ‘Treehugger, Summer 2005’ was highly 
commended in the Tower Poetry competition of the same year. 
Her poetry has also been recently published by Acid Bath.

Niamh Seana Meehan is an interdisciplinary artist based in 
Northern Ireland, working in-between performance, visual art 
and text. Meehan’s practice investigates the unknowability of 
language, the messiness of language and how language has the 
potential to become visual or performative. Instagram: 
@niamhseanameehan

Lindsay Merlihan is a Michigan-born artist based in Galway, 
often found assembling collage and covering flat surfaces 
with the same surreal imagery found in a dream. She enjoys 
making prints, re-imagining furniture and making creativity 
a life practice. Through ecologically sound art, she hopes to re-
imagine a more sustainable future.

Jay Miller is an editor, books reviewer and poet. Time to time 
sports a jump kick towards low-hanging chandeliers at dinner 
parties, seldom a livelier guest likening him in verve or vigour. 
He lives and works in Montreal.

Hannah Murphy is nineteen years of age. Originally from 
Tipperary, she is now living in Galway. Hannah is studying 
Creative Writing, Law and History at the National University 
of Ireland, Galway. She is currently in her second year there.

Hannah Ní Mhaonaigh is an artist working with expanded 
painting. She uses oil-paint on linen, cut-out shapes on 
chipboard, found mahogany door-frames and architectural 
wooden-panels. Colour is the primary driver in her work. Her 
process involves, sanding back and building up and removing 
layers to create abstract artworks.

Nuala O’Connor lives in Co. Galway, Ireland. Her forthcoming 
fifth novel, NORA, is about Nora Barnacle, wife and muse 
to James Joyce; it appears in early 2021. Her new chapbook 
of historical flash fiction, Birdie, was recently published by 
Arlen House. Nuala is editor at flash e-zine Splonk. www.
nualaoconnor.com Twitter: @NualaNiC

Darragh O’Dea is an Irish poet and songwriter known for 
his wistful storytelling and observations on everyday life. 
Often using imagery of the past to tell present day tales he 
creates nostalgic works of joy and despair. Hailing from Tuam, 
Darragh’s writings capture the moods and elements of his 
surroundings.

Colin O’Reilly is a Laois based artist and graduate of GMIT 
college with a bachelor’s honours in contemporary arts. His 
work examines stages of process in memory and identity. Using 
forms of performance, sculpture and photography to process, 
collect and archive data.

Luke Power is a writer living in the west of Ireland. His 
work has appeared in ROPES, Sonder, The Ogham Stone, Vox 
Galvia, Dodging the Rain and other publications. He is studying 
Creative Writing in NUIG and ostensibly writing a novel.

Carmen Quigley  is a visual artist based in Dublin. Mythology, 
folklore and humour are the main focuses of her work. @carquig 
on Instagram

Laoise Ní Raghallaigh is an Irish writer living and studying 
in Galway. She is currently writing a screenplay. Laoise’s work 
is previously published and forthcoming in Perhappened, Vox 
Galvia, Reflex Press and The Global Youth Review. Find her on 
Twitter @laoise_nirrr.

Anne-Sophie Roos lives in Utrecht, the Netherlands. After 
doing her postgrad in Literature and Media at NUI Galway, 
she is now a job-hopping aspiring writer. She loves stories more 
than anything, and is currently working up the courage to tell 
her own.
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Caileigh Ryan is a 22-year-old from county Galway who is 
currently finishing up her first novel. She graduated from NUIG 
in 2019 with a BA in English Literature and Philosophy, and 
has recently completed an M.Phil in Creative Writing at TCD. 
Her fatal flaw is writing things in the simplest way possible.

Catherine Ryan is a mixed media artist based in Dublin. She 
began making driftwood “beasties” from materials gathered 
on beachcombing expeditions, in response to the shock of the 
pandemic. The fusion of mythological figures is a reminder that 
the escape valve of the imagination is always there to provide 
refuge.

Emma Muldoon Ryan is a tea induced student from Mallow, 
Co. Cork. In her antiquated age of 18, Emma likes sitting down 
in the evenings reading, when not studying for her Leaving 
Cert. Emma loves a good match and particularly likes rugby 
and hurling. Emma would like to go on to study in NUIG in 
September, 2021. It is a dream of hers to be a novelist, but her 
specialties lie in poetry.

Craig Shalvey is a twenty-five-year-old born and raised 
outside Loughrea and now living in Galway city. Craig got into 
writing as a creative outlet at twenty. Craig’s biggest literary 
influences would include; Maya Angelou, Sylvia Plath, Toni 
Morrison, Anne Sexton, and Eavan Boland.

Joachim Spruch, born and raised in West Germany, moved 
to New York City in 1986. He has worked in the Printing and 
Publishing industry for more than 20 years as an Art Director. 
As a young boy he was drawn to sketching and tracing airplanes 
and super heroes. www.joachimspruch.weebly.com

Gerry Stewart is a poet, creative writing tutor and editor 
based in Finland. Her poetry collection Post-Holiday Blues was 
published by Flambard Press, UK. Her collection Totems is to 
be published by Hedgehog Poetry Press in 2021. Her writing 
blog can be found at http://thistlewren.blogspot.fi/ and @
grimalkingerry on Twitter.

Grace Tolan, originating from Mayo, is a Dublin based artist 
and designer who specialises in a variety of subjects from 
still life painting to life drawing to urban and rural landscape 
drawing. With a BA in Production Design from IADT Dun 
Laoghaire, her works contain elements of the theatrics, created 
by finding narratives in the ordinary.

Mark Walsh is an Artist who has inexplicably wandered into 
the realm of Street Photography, looking to capture mood and 
abstraction on the rain drenched streets of Galway.

Caitlin Young is an undergraduate student at Queen’s 
University Belfast. Her poetry has been published in Lucky 
Pierre Zine, Jumble Magazine and The Honest Ulsterman. She 
is editor-in-chief of student literary magazine ‘The Apiary’.

A special thanks goes to 126 Gallery, who believed in our idea 
and allowed us to turn what was originally planned as an 
online project into a kick-off for a print magazine. Thank you 
for including us in the program of Circuit Arts Festival 2020, as 
part of Galway 2020 European Capital of Culture, and for the 

fantastic collaboration.


